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Winter Climbing on the Peigne,
Scottish Style
AndyNisbet
Photographs 54 - 55

It was our second visit to the Alps in winter. The first time was unique; the sun
was shining when Neil Spinks and I left Aberdeen and for two weeks we did not
see a cloud. This time we battled across France in gale-driven sleet, eventually
sticking in an unknown village in the mountains just short ofGeneva. We kipped
under an awning and awoke amidst a queue for morning newspapers. It took a
whole day following snowploughs to reach Chamonix. The town was certainly
pretty, with huge streamers of spindrift from every peak and the best December
skiing for ten years. But we were not there to ski; the Scottish attitude was that
only wasters go skiing. Our ethics permitted cross-country skiing, but generally
we hung about the bars, typical Brits abroad in unfamiliar conditions. It was not
long before we were reduced to asking people for suggestions. Onlv one did not
say 'Go skiing', and that was Al Rouse. He recommendl"o the N face of the Col du
Peigne with the encouraging words that the approach was short (especially for
non-skiers like us), never avalanched, had no crevasses and the face had the best
ice in the range, always the white squeaky kind. Not only that but nobody ever
went there, and of three lines on the face (left, direct and right), only the left had
been climbed (Rouse/Carrington, 1977?).

To be honest, we did not believe such a perfect description, particularly since it
was late one evening in the Bar ationale. So we kept a low profile when we
sneaked up for a look. To our surprise his report turned out to be largely true and
we climbed the right-hand line in two days, carrying more gear than you would
need for the Jorasses. There was difficult, mixed climbing low down, a fine
snowpatch for a shallow snowhole halfway and then a great romp up a steep ice
streak leading to the base of the formidable upper pyramid ofthe Peigne itself. An
incredibly exposed undercut ramp disappeared round a corner on the left. With
no belay we were committed to following it blind and to our obvious reliefit led
with no technical difficulty to snow slopes under the Col du Peigne. Suspecting
the weather, we abseiled down the Peigne Couloir that night. By dawn it was
snowing but we were back in the telepherique station.

It snowed for four days. On the fourth day, which was Hogmanay, even the
skiing was closed by avalanche danger, but the Mfteo promised a day and a half
ofgood weather before another big depression moved in. We decided to go for it
and left the New Year celebration at the Bar Nationale shortly after midnight. We
kept our plans secret; going up the hill in outrageous conditions was difficult to
justifY to those who did not know the Peigne, and we feared their scorn. For once
the first telepherique was nearly empty and we watched a rescue helicopter set off
a slab avalanche which must have come very close to wiping out the party they
were trying to lift off the Frendo Spur. We 'ploutered' very nervously round to the
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base of the face aiming for the Direct line, which we guessed was too steep and
smooth to hold powder. Though unreasonably steep at the bottom we knew it was
feasible after sampling the superb quality of the ice on the right-hand line the
week before. By the time we got there we only had two half days left before the
weather was due to break, so I persuaded Neil to be bold and forget his ethics. We
would fix ropes on the bottom two pitches, which would certainly involve a lot of
aid, climbing on after dark if necessary, and return the next day for a high-speed
ascent without sacks.

The climbing was hard on thin ice. When darkness fell I was only near the top
of the first pitch, but Neil had both torches and as the rope snaked back under a
roof and through a pendulum and two tension traverses, I knew we had blown
our chances. The sudden drop in temperature at nightfall had looseued the
powder above and continuous spindrift was engulfing me. True to the Direttissima
principle, we were climbing the fall line from the col. At that point 1 started
thinking of home and as Neil was nearing hypothermia on his stance, he agreed.

The following Christmas we were back but conditions were poor and the face
was completely bare of ice. Christmas seemed the worst time for conditions (and
weather), so the next year I stayed in Scotland. It was ofcourse a dreadful year in
Scotland; the most snow we found was in mid-October. In March 1982, Peter
Barrass persuaded me to go out again. The winter in Scotland was petering out
and we were hearing stories of brilliant conditions in the Alps. We went out with
great plans but the weather broke. The first snow for a month was the day we
arrived and this set the pattern. The Peigne was looking good (the face is clearly
seen from the top end ofChamonix town) and once again was our best chance ofa
route. When the weather cleared we went back to the face, accompanied by Colin
Bruce who volunteered to take some pictures.

The face, which largely consists ofhigh-angled slabs, is undercut in the centre.
The left and right routes skirt this steep section, which is about 80m high. In the
years when ice is present, the face seems to form a regular pattern of three great
ice streaks; the left one forms a true direct line in the centre ofthe face and was our
target, the middle one stops at a big overlap and the right one is the basis of the
right-hand route. The left streak thins and forks on to the steep lower section, and
though looking attractive, the ice is hopelessly thin to climb. As on the previous
attempt, we would follow the ice as best we could and, where necessary, peg up a
steep corner on the left. The ice streak looked in beautiful condition this year and
we could not resist the pleasure of climbing without heavy winter sacks or aid
climbing gear. So we decided to fix the aid section again.

Fighting a losing battle with the skiers, we had to settle for a very late 'first'
tell~pherique.One of these days there will be a priority status for wintel' climbers.
We did not reach the start of the difficulties, at the top ofan introductory couloir,
till afternoon, The right-hand fork is very steep, starting at 80° and soon soaring
into blotches of ice stuck on to a smooth overhanging wall. It is also the only one
to reach the bottom. After IOm I pendulumed round a'rib on to the base of the
more reasonable left-hand fork. On photographs it looks possible to climb it all
the way to the upper face, But 30m of half-inch ice at 800 is not my idea of
possible. Perhaps fortunately, access to it is blocked by a roof, always packed
underneath with a great drift ofpowder. I followed the ice till quite near the roof. I
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55 Niel Spillks below the N jau if the Col du Peigne. The three ice streaks are clearly visible. (Tk right-hand streak
disappears behind a bullress at the bottom)
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had previously tensioned left here to start the aid climbing but there was more ice
than before and 1 could not find our old peg. 1 wasted a lot of time and energy on
steep ice because 1 knew it was good and the crack was too full of ice to place
another. Eventually 1 had to settle for a subsidiary crack and a peg that went in
too easily. After much tentative testing, 1 tensioned across towards the corner.
But the corner was too far and the wall too steep, so 1 had to put in another bad
peg and tension off the other rope till 1could reach a tiny patch ofsnow in a scoop
and pull myself ever so delicately into the corner.

Easy pegging regained me the level of the roofbut it was starting to snow gently
and evening was approaching. Remembering the excitement in the dark last
time, my position suddenly felt hostile and 1 wanted down as soon as possible. 1
would have to abseil very diagonally indeed, so 1 untied the rope which passed
through the last tension peg, tied it into a reinforced belay (to leave it in place)
and quickly started to abseil down. Almost immediately 1 was flying backwards
through the air. As 1 fell, all 1 could think of was, 'I wonder what's gone wrong:
I'm not attached to the ropes anymore, how has that happened~' After about
25 m in mid-air, Pete held me. 1 had forgotten about the other rope, still passing
through the loose tension peg above, not so loose after all. With almost all the
rope out, it brought me to quite a gentle halt, all things considered. 1 completed
my rapid downward analysis - 1 had abseiled off the short end of the rope, the
three foot end 1 had just untied from! We retreated to the tent; Colin had heard
nothing through the falling snow.

During the night, we had to keep digging out the tent and Pete was suffering
from peculiar stomach pains. He had taken quite a jolt and been dragged offhis
stance in holding me. We were worried about internal bruising; he turned out to
have hepatitis, presumably caught in Peru eight months previously. Our pathetic
attempt at the route caused great amusement in the Bar Nationale and stirred up
some real determination. Pete told me his mate Andy Bailey was keen for another,
attempt. After a week ofdoubtful weather, a perfect day was forecast. We went up
the night before and left the telepherique at I am, with only hardware and a bar of
chocolate each. 1 had never jumared before and Andy had never ice climbed.
Consequently, it was full daylight by the time we reached the top of our ropes,
under the roof.
The first problem was to break through the upside-down snowdrift and pass the
roof. The previous occasion 1 had just touched it and the problem was instantly
solved in a cloud of powder. This time it was more solid and about 20 feet long. It
vibrated as 1 chopped away, stretching further and further up in my etriers till it
collapsed on my neck, sore for several days after. It took me five hours to aid the
25 m to the top of the steep section. Crampons and etriers do not go together and
the cracks had to be cleared of ice (excuses?).

Now we could look forward to the pleasurable part of the route. The ice streak
was more complex than it looked from below. Superb runnels of thick white ice
around 6(f-7(f led over a steeper barrier wall. But things were now working in
our favour; the wall was skirted by a spectacular traverse. The ice was of perfect
quality, all seven pitches of it, though too soft for ice screws. We only found two
belays but it was infallible ice and we enjoyed it immensely, reaching easy ground
just as the daylight faded, and all our energy vanished. Then Andy remembered
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the chocolate and we could struggle on up to the Col du Peigne in thigh-deep
powder - more like real Alpine winter climbing. The last move on to the col is a
through route. We were like kids grovelling about in the powder. The 24-hour
mark passed before we got back to the Plan de I'Aiguille station.

It still amazes me that such a fine ice streak, so clearly visible from the town,
so accessible and so objectively danger-free, had not been climbed before. Were
conditions unusually good, or are there fewer winter climbers in Chamonix than
I thought?
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